March 31, 2009 - Tuesday

Opening session

9:30 – 9:45  Opening of the workshop

  Serbian Decade Presidency

  The World Bank

  UNDP

Module 1 – ROMA INTEGRATION – THE MONITORING

9:45 – 10:00  Current National Action Plans from the point of view of monitoring and evaluation

  Jaroslav Kling, UNDP Bratislava
10:00 – 11:00  Potential monitoring methodologies of the Decade
Moderator: Jaroslav Kling, UNDP Bratislava

- Overview of integration measurement methodologies
  Martin Kahanec, IZA-Institute for the Study of Labor, Germany

- Suggested monitoring framework for Serbia
  Ivana Koprivica and Slavica Komatina, Consultants

- Monitoring framework for the Decade of Roma Inclusion in Croatia
  Jasmina Papa, UNDP Croatia

11:00 – 11:20  Coffee break

11:20 – 13:30  Monitoring the Decade – approaches and feasibility for individual countries
Moderator: Christian Bodewig, The World Bank

- Existing monitoring frameworks in individual countries
  Each country representative gives a 5-minute overview on the monitoring framework of the Decade in their respective country and reflects on Martin Kahanec’s draft report

13:30 – 14:30  Lunch

14:30 – 16:30  Monitoring the Decade – approaches and feasibility for individual countries
Facilitators: Aleksandar Baucal, Christian Bodewig, Andrey Ivanov, Jaroslav Kling

- Feasibility of presented monitoring frameworks
  Participants discuss the presented monitoring frameworks and possible problems with using such an approach in their country

16:30 – 17:30  Monitoring the Decade – approaches and feasibility for individual countries
Moderator: Andrey Ivanov, UNDP Bratislava

- Report back to the plenary from working groups discussions - 4 short presentations from the discussions in the groups

- Closing remarks of the first day
  Andrey Ivanov, UNDP Bratislava

19:00  Dinner
April 1, 2009 - Wednesday

Module 2 – ROMA INTEGRATION – THE STATISTICAL DATA

9:30 – 11:00 Examples of statistical data collection practices in the region
Moderator: Jaroslav Kling, UNDP Bratislava

- **Specialized survey on employment**
  Zdenek Uherek, Institute of Ethnology at the Czech Academy of Sciences, Czech Republic

- **Booster survey**
  Vladan Bozanic, Statistical Office of the Republic of Serbia

- **Socio-economic data collection on Roma in Slovakia**
  Daniel Skobla, UNDP Bratislava

- **Database of RAE in Montenegro**
  Snezana Remikovic, MONSTAT, Montenegro

- **The use of MICS and PISA for monitoring education of Roma**
  Aleksandar Baucal, ESP OSI & Belgrade University

11:00 – 11:20 Coffee break

11:20 – 12:00 Options for the data on Roma collection
Moderator: Aleksandar Baucal, ESP OSI & Belgrade University

- **Overview of ethnically disaggregated data collection methods**
  Andrey Ivanov, UNDP Bratislava

- **New round of population censuses-challenges for the ethnic data collection**
  Jessica Gardner, UNECE, Switzerland

12:00 – 13:30 Ethnically disaggregated statistics production - Discussion in 4 groups
Facilitators: Aleksandar Baucal, Christian Bodewig, Andrey Ivanov, Jaroslav Kling

- **Feasibility of data collection methods in individual countries with the focus on improvement of data on Roma from the population Censuses**
  Facilitated debate on feasibility of presented data collection methods – country experts will be asked to brainstorm on whether presented methods might be used in their countries and what prevents from not using them and elaborating how to make the use of those methods possible in their countries. Since the next round of Censuses is approaching in the countries, the focus of this discussion should be at how and what to improve in order to have Census data on Roma
reflecting reality more than the data from the previous round of Censuses.

13:30 – 14:30 Lunch

14:30 – 16:00 **Ethnically disaggregated statistics production** - Discussion in 4 groups
Facilitators: **Aleksandar Baucal, Christian Bodewig, Andrey Ivanov, Jaroslav Kling**

- **Feasibility of collecting data for suggested indicators**
  In light of previous presentations and previous discussion the group will discuss the feasibility of indicators for monitoring individual areas of the Decade (employment, education, housing and health) as suggested by the Indicators Working Group

16:00 – 17:00 **Ethnically disaggregated statistics production**
Moderator: **Christian Bodewig, The World Bank**

- **Report back to the plenary from the working groups discussions** - 4 short presentations from the discussions in the groups

17:00 – 17:30 **Conclusions and policy recommendations**
**Christian Bodewig, The World Bank**
**Andrey Ivanov, UNDP Bratislava**

Summary of what should the participants take home from the workshop – main ideas and suggestions for the ethnically disaggregated data collection and feasibility of indicators for the monitoring frameworks for the Decade National Action Plans